YES Newsletter—June/July 2021
YES at the ASCRS Annual Meeting
We’re so excited to welcome young eye surgeons to the ASCRS Annual Meeting in Las
Vegas, Nevada, July 23–27, where we have a number of educational opportunities
designated as particularly impactful for YES learning.
Find some of the highlights below and check out the Real-Time Program for more
details and comprehensive programming.

If you haven’t registered yet, there’s still time. ASCRS is committed to providing
education to YES members and, in doing so, offers complementary registration to
residents and fellows and a discounted rate for surgeons within their first five years of
practice.
New Educational Opportunity—Sign Up for Free!
Residents and Fellows can register free of charge for the new ASCRS Glaucoma
Building Blocks educational series. This four-episode series, featuring expert faculty, is
designed to build a solid foundation in comprehensive glaucoma management from
diagnosis through intervention options, all based on the latest medical knowledge and
innovation. The fourth and final episode of the series is taking place in person at the
ASCRS Annual Meeting but, like the previous episodes, it is also recorded for viewing
and participation on demand.
“This four-episode series will provide the building blocks required for comprehensive
glaucoma management—diagnostic advances, initial therapeutics, evolving complianceindependent treatments, MIGS, and more extensive surgical interventions—all in one
compact, efficient course.” —Thomas Samuelson, MD, program co-chair
Learn more and register for this program.
ASCRS Monthly Highlights
Did you know that as an ASCRS member, you can access ASCRS’ monthly learning
opportunities free of charge?
•

•

•

ASCRS Journal Club: The latest ASCRS Journal Club is on demand now, and in
a few short weeks we’ll record ASCRS Journal Club – LIVE at the ASCRS
Annual Meeting. Learn more about this monthly educational opportunity and
check out the previously recorded episodes.
Ophthalmology Quicksand Chronicles podcast: Watch/listen to Episode #9 of the
popular Ophthalmology Quicksand Chronicles podcast where the hosts—Nicole
Fram, MD, and Elizabeth Yeu, MD—welcome Brandon Ayres, MD.
Ophthalmology Quicksand Chronicles will also broadcast two episodes LIVE at
the ASCRS Annual Meeting. If you’re attending, catch them in the ASCRS Tap
Room in the Exhibit Hall Saturday, July 24, and Sunday, July 25, at 3:00 p.m.
ASCRS Grand Rounds: The monthly ASCRS Grand Rounds remains on summer
hiatus but will resume in September. Catch up on previous Grand Rounds that
are recorded and online now.

Don’t forget to renew your membership to continue taking advantage of these and so
many other member benefits.

Ophthalmology Quicksand Chronicles LIVE: Last Call for Submissions
Ophthalmology Quicksand Chronicles, will broadcast live from the ASCRS Tap Room in
the Exhibit Hall at the ASCRS Annual Meeting in Las Vegas on Saturday and Sunday,
July 24–25. If you’re attending the meeting and want the chance to share some of your
most vulnerable surgical moments when your case didn’t go as planned—and the
lessons you learned from it—with these dynamic hosts, submit a video of your
“quicksand” moment by July 12 for consideration here. Videos should be no more than
5 minutes and your submission should include a few sentences that describe what
happened in your case, how you handled it, how it made you feel, and what you learned
from the case/how it helped you evolve as a surgeon. For questions or more
information, email quicksandchronicles@ascrs.org.
Resident and Fellow Roundtable Update
Our regularly scheduled Resident and Fellows Roundtables, sponsored by the ASCRS
YES Committee, are taking a summer break. We look forward to resuming in the fall.
Keep up with this e-newsletter for more information.

Stay connected with us and your peer group of YES members on social media. Our
official YES hashtag is #ASCRSYES

